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VOLT DROP CALCULATOR 
Voltage Drop Calculations for Cables 

Technical Information from CBI electric

Vector diagram showing the voltage drop

A cable of length l meters, having an effective resistance R ohms per meter and 
reactance XL ohms per meter, carrying a current I amperes will develop a voltage drop 
Us - UL = ∆U given by

(a) with inductive load (laging phase angle)
(b) with capacitive load (leading phase angle)

∆U = √3 Il (R cosø + XL sinø) for a 3 phase system 
or ∆U = 2 Il (R cosø + XL sinø) for a single phase system

where cosø      = is the power factor of the load 
Us         is the voltage at the supply end of the cable and 
UL         is the voltage at the load end of the cable 

∆U = ∆UR Icosφ + ∆Uᵪ Isinφ ∆U = ∆UR Icosφ - ∆Uᵪ Isinφ
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VOLT DROP CALCULATOR 
Voltage Drop Calculations for Cables 

Technical Information from CBI electric

For ease of calculation, Volt Drop is specified in mV per amp per meter of the cable in 
the technical data sheets (were available). 

Use this method as stated below to determine the volt drop:

With an inductive load, voltage drop is a maximum when tanø = XL

R
or load power factor, cosø =        R 

 √(R² + XL²) 

For a 25mm² x 4 Cu, PVC, PVC, SWA, PVC cable the three phase volt drop is given as 
1.51 mV/A/m 
With a Load Current  = 10A  
& a Cable length of  = 150m 

The volt drop is calculated as: 
1.51 x 10 x 150 = 2265mV = 2.26SV 

NB: It is essential to ensure that ∆U  ≤ 5%
        US


